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	Going Wireless: Transform Your Business with Mobile Technology, 9780066213361 (0066213363), Collins, 2002
Going Wireless delivers the unexpected by showing how wireless is transforming every type of enterprise from micro-businesses to multi-national conglomerates.
Award-winning technology journalist Jaclyn Easton begins with an in-depth look at owning your customers and clients through mobile commerce -- whether your company focuses on consumers or business-to-business. 

From there you will learn about the advantages of wirelessly fortifying your mobile workforce of itinerant executives, sales personnel, and field service technicians as well as how wireless is dramatically redefining customer service, marketing, and advertising. 

Going Wireless also delves deep inside the corporation. First you'll find out why most companies are "handsizing" in addition to deploying wireless technology to rejuvenate warehouses, supply chains, procurement procedures, data collection, competitive intelligence, and much more. 

The best part is that these scenarios are supported by over 40 brand-name success stories, including: 


	How Sears saves millions by wirelessly enabling 100 percent of their appliance repair technicians;
	How the Gap proved that by sewing wireless technology in their clothing they could reduce labor distribution costs by 50 percent; 

	How McKessanHBOC -- a Fortune 40 corporation -- used mobile technology to entirely eliminate all their manifest imaging costs.


While most people associate wireless with cell phones and Palm handhelds, you'll also learn that wireless has been around for over 100 years and has spawned mobile options you've never heard of and is being used in ways you've never imagined.

This makes Going Wireless the perfect book for executives and managers who need a comprehensive overview of the wireless options that can make their companies more competitive, more productive, and more profitable.

About the Author

     Jaclyn Easton is one of the world's only business technology futurists. She is best known as a Los Angeles Times columnist for seven years, an Emmy Award winner for her technology reporting for CBS News in Los Angeles, and the author of StrikingItRich.com, which in 1999 was Amazon.com's #1 bestselling entrepreneur/business book.
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Abdominal, An Issue of Ultrasound Clinics, 1e (The Clinics: Radiology)Saunders, 2008

	Ultrasound plays an important role in imaging the abdomen. It can provide quick, life-saving information to the physician. Reviewed in this issue are topics such as imaging of abdominal pain in children, acute abdomen in adults, the aorta, biliary and pancreas, and mesentery. The liver is covered with separate articles on transplants,...


		

Mastering JavaScript PromisesPackt Publishing, 2015

	Discover and explore the world of promises, one of JavaScript's most powerful concepts


	About This Book

	
		Look into Promises in-depth, learn how they are utilized in different modern web programming technologies, and gain the knowledge and confidence to apply them in your next venture
	...



		

Modeling, UV Mapping, and Texturing 3D Game Weapons (Wordware Game Developer's Library)Wordware Publishing, 2006
This book is all meat and cuts right to the point - modeling and texturing game weapons like a professional. Written by Christian Chang, weapons modeler on America's Army and now at EA, this book delivers what the reader wants. Starting with a discussion on customizing your modeling application for ease of use, the book emphasizes the importance of...




	

Statistics in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Need to learn statistics for your job? Want help passing a statistics course? Statistics in a Nutshell is a clear and concise introduction and reference for anyone new to the subject. Thoroughly revised and expanded, this edition helps you gain a solid understanding of statistics without the numbing complexity of many college...



		

The Dynamics of Radicalization: A Relational and Comparative PerspectiveOxford University Press, 2015

	Why is it that some social movements engaged in contentious politics experience radicalization whereas others do not? The Dynamics of Radicalization offers an innovative reply by investigating how and when social movement organizations switch from a nonviolent mode of contention to a violent one. Moving beyond existing explanations...


		

Databases in Networked Information Systems: 7th International Workshop, DNIS 2011Springer, 2012

	Large-scale information systems in public utility services depend on computing
	infrastructure. Many research efforts are being made in related areas, such as
	cloud computing, sensor networks, mobile computing, high-level user interfaces
	and information accesses by Web users. Government agencies in many countries
	plan to launch...
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